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This is the dream when it comes to any product.  Sq uirt Lube lives 
up to every claim it lists on its website, label an d marketing.  It 
keeps the chain clean (again…functionally clean), q uiet and smooth 
for several rides between applications.  It goes on  easy, lasts 
through muddy and wet rides and sheds the gunk as y ou go.  And 
it’s environmentally friendly.  Literally, there is  nothing wrong with 
this product.  It doesn’t take much to coat the cha in, and I’ve only 
had to apply it about every third ride…so it should  last a 
while.  With all that in mind, I give it Five Thumb s Up! 

 

 



 

 

I’ve used Squirt on my mountain bike for about two months.  The first application  
was put on a dirty chain  that had previously been coated with a non-wax “dry” 
lube….   

 

 

 

Picture 1 

 

Pictures 1, 2 and 3: 

After a particularly muddy ride at Whitewater trails in Charlotte, NC (I had ridden a 
couple of times before that since the last application of Squirt).  Note that while the 
chain looks a little gunky, the cassette is much cl eaner than it would be after 
using a “wet” lube. 



.  

Picture 2 

You can see the “chunks” of used wax in the chain…still there after three rides. 
That’s a GOOD thing, it means it’s still on there lubricating the chain. 

 

 

        Picture 3  

Even though it looks dirty, the chain ran smooth and quiet.   



Pictures 4 and 5: 

show freshly applied Squirt : 

 

Picture 4 

One of the really cool things about Squirt is it doesn’t separate like a lot of other wax 
lubes.  In theory, you don’t really even have to shake the tube before you apply.  I did 
merely out of habit, but there was no visible separation in the tube.   

 

       Picture 5 

The consistency was liquidy enough to apply easily and evenly, but not so thin that it 
dripped right off.  Actually, it stayed on the chain really well…there was no spray on 
the wheel or ground like you get with some other lubes while spinning the chain 
during application. 



Pictures 6 and 7: 

Show the chain about two hours after application.   The wax has set on the chain and 
around the old gunk. 

 

          Picture 6 

 

Picture 7 

 



 

Picture 8: 

The next really cool thing about Squirt Lube:  It literally flakes the crud off your chain 
as you ride, keeping the chain functionally clean (though maybe not cosmetically) 
and quiet and shifting smooth.  Here’s the proof: 

 

 

       Picture 8 

 

This is what fell off the chain after shifting it up and down the cassette a few times 
while spinning the crank.  This is the same grease-gunk that was all over the office 
floor after installing the Gore RideOn cables we’re reviewing, so it continues to shed 
the gunk even after a couple of rides after application. 
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